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1. Introduction 

A unive~sal aspect of multiparticle final states in high 

energy hadron- and leFton-induced reactions is the presence of 

jets of hadrons. A jet comes out along the direction of an 

incident hadron, or the direction of hardly scattered or produced 

constituent by some short distance interaction. Here, a jet is 

tentatively defined as a group of hadrons collimated along specific 

direction with limited transverse momentum spread characterized by 

finite <PT> such as 0.4 GeV, and with scaled longitudinal distribution 

as a function of z-PU/PII with respect to the parent momentum of the 

jet. 

Such properties of jets, first established conce~ing forward 
~ 

and backward jets in soft hadron collisions (Fig. la) I were also 

found in in the e+e- annihilation (Fig. lb) and deep 

inelastic lepton-hadron scattering (Fig. lc) .1) Although a 

quark does not corne out as an isolated particle, the observation of 

the quark jet can be taken as the way of looking at i~ as the bubbles 

in the bubble chamber exhibits the track of charged particles. 

Large PT jets in hard hadron collisions (Fig. Id), also show similar 

properties as the quark jets. 2) 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of jets in C.M.S. 
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In these lectures, I review theoretical attempts to understand 

the dynamics of jet formation, i.e., the mechanism of hadronization 

of hardly deflected (or created) constituent, and the dynamics of the 

fragmentation of an incident hadron into multihadron states owing 

to collision interaction. Since the relation between constituents 

and hadrons is most clearly seen in the distribution along the jet 

axis, I will concentrate on the problem of longitudinal distribution 

and discuss the underlying mechanism of how the total jet momentum 

is devided among produced hadrons. 

It is now widely recognized that high energy phenomena should 

be understood on the basis of constituent dynamics and internal 

structure of hadrons. As for hard interaction at short time and 

distance, quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD)3) is receiving increasing 

supports concerning various phenomenological consequences of its 

perturbative aspects. 4) A remarkable consequence of QCD is the 

existence of gluon jets, which are now showing up in the hadronic 

decay of the upsilonS) and the three-jet structure of final states 

in the e+e- annihilation. 6) Furthermore, QCD revised the 

conventional picture of jets with limited <PT> and scaled z 

distribution based on, now so called, na'ive parton model 7) 

Accordi~g to perturbative QCD approach, <PT> of the quark (or gluon) 

jet increases almost linearly with the hardness Q of the short 

distance interaction, accompanied with mild scaling violation of the 

z distribution. S) It is to be reminded, however, that the 

prediction of the QCD jet picture can be tested only for the data 

with wide range in Q, while the conventional jet picture works quite 

well as the first approximation. 

On the other hand, the jet 	along an incident hadron, as well as 
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the soft hadronization process of the quark,or gluon jet, cannot be 

dealt with by perturbative QeD method, since they are essentially 

non-perturbative phenomena and inevitably related to the confinement 

problem not yet solved. Therefore, at the present status, it is 

quite important to develop dynamical models based on composite 

structure of hadrons in order to attack the above problems. 

Along this direction, various models have been proposed and partly 

9-11) h' 12-14)tested; some 0 f them are models of quark-cascade, quark-c a~n, 

parton-recombination,15,16)dressed quark fragmentation17 ,18)and so on. 

In these lectures I will try to give a critical survey of these models 

and discuss their interrelations in order to attain integrated 

understanding of the jet dynamics. 

The contents are organized as follows. We begin with the 

uncorrelated jet and parton models in Sect. 2 in order to clarify 

the implication of the kinematical constraint for the scaling. 
~ 

Sections 3, 5-7 are devotedAthe survey of dynamical models. 


A brief introduction of the QCD jet picture is given in Sect. 4. 


Problem of the space-time evolution of hadronization process and 


comparison with nucleus target data are discussed in Sects. 8 and 9. 


Concluding remarks are given in Sect. 10. 


2. Roots of (l-x)n behavior -- Uncorrelated jet and parton models 

Before going into specific dynamical assumptions, let us begin 

with kinematics of longitudinal phase space. It will be shown 

that the (l-x)n behavior (x-2pq/IS), valid in various cases,19) can 

be most simply obtained in the u~correlated jet mode1 20 ), owing to 
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the kinematical constraint. The variation of n according to 

particle species requires more details about dynamics, as we discuss 

later. 

Let us consider hadronic final states with two jet structure in 

the C.M.S. in the reaction 

a + b ~ hadrons , 

where a and b are the beam and target hadrons in the case of soft 

hadron collisions (Fig. la), or quark and antiquark in e+e - 4 qq ~ 

hadrons (Fig. lb). We take the longitudinal axis along the 

momentum of a in the C.M.S., which is defined event by event in the 

e+e- annihilation, different from the e+e- axis. For simplicity, 

we disregard the PT distribution and treat PT as a constant. 

We define light-like momenta Pi' rapidity y and transverse mass 

~ of a produced hadron as 

m e±Y P± E ± PII T 
(1) 

2 2
/ m + PT 

where p~ (E'~T' PII) is the four-momentum of the hadron. 

In the following, we regard mT as a small constant (~l GeV), since 

we do not go into the PT distribution. 

Light-like fractions x± are defined by 

E!p. 
x± (2)

IS 
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_ __ 

referring to the total energy IS in the C.M.S. 


At high enough energies, x± can be identified with the Feynman~ 


longitudinal variable as 


2Pu 
at x,,>O, where x_~O,XII IS ~ x+ 

(3) 

~ -x at x,,<O, where x+~O. 

It often happens that light-like fractions become more convenient 

than xII' since they can be written as 

x+ (E+PII) I (E+P,I) a ' 

(4) 

x_ (E-PU) I (E-Pn)b • 

which are invariant under longitudinal boost. 

Energy momentum conservation co~raint in the C.M.S. can be 

written as 

20(1S - EE.)o(Ep. ) iojl-~xi+)o(l-~xi_)
i 1. i 1.1J 1. 1. 

The longitudinal phase space dPn/E, consisting of Lorentz invariant 

phase space d3p/E=qpTdPq/E, can be written as 

dx 
dy (5) 

dPIl dx+ 
E: x+ x_ 

We drop qpT in the following discussions, for simplicity. 
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2.1. Independence and democracy in longitudinal phase space 

As a model of multiparticle final state with least dynamical 

assumptions except for the PT cut off, we first consider uncorrelated 
r 

jet model. For simplicity, we consider only one kind of paticles 

with common ~. Under the assumption of independent emission 

with strength A, the exclusive n-particle distribution is given by 

1 don 

Pn (Yl'Y2··· Yn) 
 0tot dYl" ·dyn 

An 
NO ~ o(l-Ex.+)o(l-Ex. ) (.6 ) 

n. i 1. i 1.

where NO is an overall normalization, and 0tot = E an . 
n 

In this model, produced particles are completely democratic in the 

longitudinal phase space. 

Since x+x_ ~2/s ~ 0, particles with X+>O are almost 

separated in phase space from those with X >0. When we consider 

the distribution at X+>O, the constraint ~xi_ 1 works as a cut off 
1. 

for x+~O, but its exact form is irrelevant. Therefore, we may 

adopt the app~imation
o 

o (l-Exi _) ~ ~ a (xi+-E), E~O (m
2 Is) , (7)

T 
1. 

and write dy=dx/x where x=x+ for brevity. Then from Eg. (6) 

we have 
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1 dOn 

P (xl" .x )
n n - 0tot dxl···dxn 


An ... 
 e(x.-E)
IT 1~NO n! 0 (l;~xi) Xi 

(8) 
i 

One-particle distribution in n-particle state, Pn(x), and inclusive 

one-particle distribution P(x) are defined as 

1 

Pn(x) IT! dx.·l:o(x-x.)·p (xl, .•• x ),
i 0 1 j J n n

P(x) ~ Pn(x). 

In the approximation E~O, we obtain very simple result 

P (x) Ax-l(l_x)A-l. (~) 

For completeness, let us briefly recapitulate the derivation of 

Eq. (9). 

We may express Pn(x) as 

N An n-l dx. n-l 

Pn(x) _0__ IT f"" ----.!. 15 (1-x- l: x.)


(n-l)!x i=l E xi j=l J 

Substituting 

1_("" i~ (1-x-l:x ) 
o (l-X-l:x j ) fiJ_""d~e j 

and performing the integrations over dxi , we obtain 
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ANO An- l . 
Pn(x) = 2rr.x (n-l)! L~~e1~(1-X) {-E[ (_i~E)]n-l, 

where EL(-z) is the exponential integral, 

f"" e- t 
Et (-z) z dt.~ 

Summing up over n, we have 

~No "" i~(l-x)-AEL (-i~E) 
P(x) ~ 2~x f_""d~e 

_ AN0 "" it" ( - 2~x f d~ e ~ l-x) 

since Et. (-i~E) ln (i~E) as E~ 0 • Then we obtain 

NO
P(x) A~--- AE r (A) x(1-x) A-l. 

The overall normalization is No~EAr(A)' in order to satisfy the 

rule 

f 
1 

dx x P(x) 1. 
o 

Thus we have reached the result, Eq. (9). 

Now, converting the role of x+ and x_' we obtain at x_>O 

where x+~O, 

P (x ) = ---r1 1__ don0tot ndx_ = AX: (l_x_)A-l. (10) 
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Since 

dN 
x+P(x+) x_P(x_) ,dy 

Eqs. (9) and (10) for the forward and backward fragmentation regions 

X+>O and x_>O, respectively, are smoothly connected in the central 

region x±-O, giving dN/dy A. Therefore, we may constract an 

overall expression, 

dN A(1_x+)A-1Cl_x_)A-l, (11)dy 

as an interpolation of Eqs.(9) and (10). In Eq.(ll), the 

divergence of P(x±) as x±~O in Eqs.(9) and (10) is automatically 

avoided. We may further simplify Eq. (11) in terms of the radial 

variable x as 

dN A(l_x)A-l , (12)dy 

where 

2E 
x - x++x_. (13)

.;S 

Thus, we have obtained simple results expressed as Eqs. (9) , 

(11) or (12) for the inclusive single-particle distribution in 

the uncorrelated jet model, under the energy momentum constraint in 

the longitudinal phase space. We note that the fugacity A gives 

the hightof the central plateau dN/dy = A at x±=O and determines 

the shape of the distribution. Dimensional parameters r:n.p2 and 
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s are hidden in the above expressions, where the scaling relation 

r:n.p2 /s x+x_ is implicit. Therefore, with increasing s, the central 

plateau prolongs as Feynman suggested, resulting the average 

multiplicity 

dN<n(s» Alns + const••!dy dy 

Similar to the derivation of Eq. (9), Inclusive two particle 

distribution for a+b ~ c+d + anything can be obtained at 

xc+ Xc > 0 and xd+ = xd > 0 as 

dN (a+b~ c+d+X) 2 -1 -1 A-lP(xc'xd ) A Xc xd (l-xc-Xd ) • (14)
dxcdxd 

An overall expression can be written as 

2d N 2 A-l A-l
A (l-xc+-xd+) (l-xc_-Xd_) (15)

dycdYd 

When c and d are produced in forward and backward regions, respectively, 

Eq. (15) satisfies the factorization 

dN 

dYcdYd c+ d- <;lyc dYd 


d 
2

N A2 (1-x )A-l(l_x )A-l dN 

since x _ "" 0 and xd+ "'" O.c

Thus, we have learned "the dynamics of the kinematics" in the 

longitudinal phase space, in a simple analytic way. More detailed 

studies, numerical as well as analytic, of the uncorrelated jet 

model have been carried out incorporating also the PT spread. 2l ) 
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2.2. Leadership of valence partons --- Kuti-Weisskopf model 

In the parton model, a fast moving hadron toward the longitudinal 

direction is regarded as a non-monochromatic .beam of partons 

collimated to the same direction. Namely, the light-like 

fraction x+ of a parton along the hadron momentum defined by 

k+ x+p+ (u) 

is distributed in O<x+<l, where k and P are the momenta of the 

parton and the hadron, respectively. It is assumed that partons 

are collimated with kT<O(lGeV), and nearly on-mass shell, i.e., 

2 2
k k+k_ - kT2 ~ 0 (1 Gev ) 

resulting 

k_,kT « k+ . 

In the following, we concentrate our attention on the xi(:xi +) 

distribution. 

In the Kuti-Weisskopf mode122), the exclusive n-parton 

distribution inside a meson is given by 

_ An- 2 n A 6 (xi -£) 
P (xl···x )-NO-(-2) I 0 (1-I: x. )(xl x2) 11-- (17)n n n. i=l ~ i Xi 

where the Kuti-weisskopf factors x!" for valence partons denoted by 
~ 
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i=l and 2 are introduced so that they have larger shares of the 

momentum frac~ion compared with sea partons (gluons and sea quarks) 

i~3. Except for these factors, the above distribution is quite 

similar to Eq. (8) for the uncorrelated jet model. 

'. 

. '· (l. '. j • 0. '.. i" 

Fig.2. How a meson looks like in the Kuti-Weisskopf model. 

Through similar manipulations as in 2.1, we obtain the inclusive 

distribution of the valence parton 

A-I (l- )A+A-l
Xi Xi

pV(X
i

) i=1,2, (19)
B(A,A+A) 

where B(a,b)=r(a)r(b)/r(a+b), and the sea distribution 

pS (x ) AX -1 (l-x )2A+A-l (20)s s s 

where Xs refers to anyone of sea partor_ 

We may obtain the joint distribution of 1... lence partons at 

Xl and asx2 

p VV (X ,X ) r (2A+A) (x X )A-l (l-x -x ) A-I (2l)l 2 r (A) 2rcA ) 1 2 1 2 

Similarly, other joint distributions such as valence-sea, 

valence-valence-sea are obtained as 
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~x A-Ix -l{l-x -x )A+A-l
1 sIspVs(xl,X ) (22)S B (A,A+A) 

pVVS(X ,x ,X ) Ar (2A+A) {x x )A-lx -1 (l-x -x -x J ~-l ( 23) l 2 s f(A)2 r {A) 1 2 s 1 2 s 

Parton distributions inside a baryon can be obtained by 

assuming the factors x. A for three valence partons, i=l, 2 and 3: 
1. 

A-l{l_ )2A+A-l
xl xlpV{X ) (24)l B (A, 2A+A) 

pS(X ) AX -1 (I-x) 3A+A-l (25)s s s ' 

AX A-Ix -l{l-x -x )2A+A-l
1 sIspVs(xl,X ) (26)s B(A,2A+A) 

Although deep inelastic scattering only measures single-parton 

distribution, joint distributions contain more detailed knowledge 

of the hadron structure. They are utilized in parton 

recombination model for small PT hadron production, as we come 

back in Sect. 4. 

Finally, we discuss important characteristics of the Kuti

Weisskopf model. 

In the Kuti-Weisskopf type distributions, the kinematical 

constraint, E x.=l, and the leading valence effect are built-in. 
i 1. 

In the formula of inclusive distributions such as above, the 

exponents of x. and (I-x ...• -x.) satisfy the valence counting rule, 

i.e., the following factors appear in the formula: 
1. 1. J 
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n.A-I 

xi 1. and (I-xi- ••• -x.) nx A+~-l 


J 

where ni=l for i=valence and ni=o otherwise, and ~ is the number 

of valence partons in the anything state in the inclusive distribution 

as hadron ... i+' •• +j+anything. 

The value of A is determined by the Regge behavior of the 
v -a (0) 

valence distribution P (x)-x R at x-a, 

as 

A l-aR{O), (27) 

where aRea) is the intercept of the vector-tensor trajectory. 

However, the value A=0.5 corresponding to aR(0)=1/2 is quite 

insufficient to make the sea distribution (25) strongly damped as 

x~l, since it is different from the valence distribution only by 

factor (l_x)A. Recent data on nucleon structure function indicate 

that the sea-quark distribution behaves as xPs (x)_(I_x)6-9, while 

Xpv(x)_xO.5-l(l_x)3-4.23) In order to accomodate with the data, 

various versions of the Kuti-Weisskopf model have been proposed by 

assuming more detailed form of the leading factors or 

phenomenologically changing the inclusive parametrization. 24 ) 

Anyway, sea partons in the Kuti-Weisskopf model and its versions 

are completely uncorrelated except for the overall momentum 

conservation. Therefore, "the temperature of the sea-partons" 

is very high, in a vague sense that the correlation is absent among 

them similar to the ideal gas limit of real gas at high temperature. 

However, there are strong indications of the correlation and ordering 
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among sea quarks concerning the flavor structure of the hadron 

reactions. We now proceed to discuss "a cold and adiabatic 

eVOlution of the cloud" from fast moving quark. 

3. Quark-c~n model and cascade structure 

3.1.. Quark cascade model 

Let us consider meson distributions in a quark jet in a 

process such as e + e - ... qq ... hadrons. In the quark cascade model,9....l1) 

mesons are emitted through the cascade of basic subprocess q(x) ... 

meson+q'(x') as shown in Fig.3, where x and x' are the light-like 

fractions of the quark momenta with respect to the initial quark. 

Assuming that the momentum separation of the subprocess depends 

only on the ratio x'/x, we obtain the following recurrsive equation 

for the meson distribution: 

Idx z 
g (z) k(z) + jz-x g(-X) f (x), (28) 

where g(z) is the inclusive meson distribution with light-like 

fraction z of the initial quark in the phase space dz/z, while k(z) 

and f(x) are irreducible probability distributions of a meson and 

a child quark, respectively, satisfying k(Z)/Z=f(X)/~\X=l_Z,i.e., 

zk (z) l-z f (l-z) • (29) 

The recurrsive relation can be described as Fig.4, and follows from 

the relation of probab:.~il ity density in dz, 
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sJ.& k(z) + j1dX f(x) j1dy ~ O(Z-xy).
z z 0 x ,0 y 

?C 
i

-11G ~ == C .... ~~ 
Ft~. 3. 

F'S·4. 

For a simple case 

f (x) AX A, (30) 

we obtain 

g(z) A(l-z)A-l (31) 

which is the same form as the distribution zP(z) in the uncorrelated 

jet model, Eq. (9) • However, the mesons in the final state are 

strongly correlated as seen from Fig.4, since the ordering in the 

momentum fraction follows the order of emission on the average. 

Especially, the first meson containing initial quark is relatively 

fast. We may introduce different flavors of the quarks, putting 

A;Au+Ad+X +•••• Then, the above ordering can be easily seens 

from the flavor structure of the final state. For example, K+ 

and K- are strongly correlated than K+ and K- in the rapidity 

space, where rapidity Y is given by Y= lnp+/mT=lnz+lnp+/~, since 

two K+ cannot be produced succesively. Thus, we may regard the 

meson distribution in the quark cascade model as a consequence of 
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lithe evolution of cold meson cloud", keeping the memory of how they 

are produced. 

The above properties of the ordering is a general characteristics 

of the cascade structure. The solution of Eq.(28) can be 

obtained for arbitrary f(x) by invoking the Mellin transformation 

technique. Namely, in terms of 

1 J-2
f(J) J dzz f(z), (32) 

o 

and so forth for q and k, we can rewrite Eq. (28) as 

g(J) k(J) + f(J)g(J), (33) 

and obtain the solution 

g(J) k(J) / (J», (34) 

fC ioo 
I +g (z) 21Ti . dJ'z (J), (35) 

C-l.ClO 

where c is an appropriate real positive constant ensuring the 

convergence of the integral. 

If the condition 

J f(x) I (36) 
o 

is satisfied, the cascade process proceeds with the probability one, 

so that an isolated quark does not come out with finite x in the 

final state. Therefore, this condition for the quark jet in the 
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e+e- annihilation corresponds to the quark confinement. 

The quark cascade model was also applied to hadronic processes 

by Fukuda and Iso,9) assuming the constituent quark structure of 

hadrons. They have relaxed the above condition so as to 

introduce the recombination probability with other cascading quarks. 

(see Sect.8.1). 

3.2.Quark chain model 

In the naive parton model, the hadronization process of a 

quark jet is treated as if it is the decay of a quark into hadrons, 

leaving a very slow quark which will afterwards join, in the case 

of the annihilation, with a slow antiquark from the.antiquark 

jet. However, the evolution of the quark jet is not an 

isolated phenomenon of the quark decay, but it must be related to 

the color confinement mechanism in some essetial way. 

In reality, it may be a very complicated process involving 

fragmentation and recombination of quarks and gluons such as shown 

in Fig.5. Still, if we notice the net flavor flow among final 

hadrons and initial quark and antiquark in the case of e+e- ~qq~ 

hadrons, we may reasonably assume the ~uark chain structure as 

shown in Fig.6, in accordance with the IOZ rule and the short 

range flavor correlation in the rapidity space in the frame where 

q and q are colinear. 12 ) 

e+ 

e 


Fit·s' fia·6. 
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In the above, the pair of momenta of q and q gives the driving 

force to produce multiparticle final state, since (Pq+Pq)2=Q2>O, 

even if we may treat the quark as exactly massless and on-shell. 

In contrast, massless particle cannot decay into massive particles 

spontaneously. 

As an underlying mechanism for the formation of the quark-chain, 

we may imagine that the color electric flux between separating 

triplet color and its complimentary color induces polarization of 

qq pairs, and then they recombine into hadrons attaining the color 

~~ 25)neutralization/as suggested byvKogut and Susskind. 

So much for the philosophy of the quark chain model, let us 

now consider the momentum distribution of produced hadrons in the 

process -+ qq ~ hadrons . Considering the light-like 

fractions x± of a hadron with respect to the momenta of q and q as 

in Sect.2.l, we may assume the cascade structure of ~+ from the 

parent quark and that of x_ from the parent antiquark. This 

assumption implies a dual partition of parents' momenta among final 

hadrons, in the sense that the quark chain emitting mesons between 

initial quark and antiquark can be regarded at the same time as the 

quark cascade from the initial quark concerning the fraction x+, 

and also as the antiquark cascade in the opposite direction 

concerning x_, as illustrated in Fig.7. Since x+x_=mT2/s, we 

may easily see that the ordering in x+ implies those in x in the 

opposite directions. 

E ~t\cc c 
c L ~ ~ cFC1' 7, _ 161 _ C C-

For the inclusive single hadron distribution, the above 

assumption leads to 

g g(x_)
dN (37)
dy g(O) 

For the case of f(z)=AzA,which reduces to dN/dy-g(x+) at x+>O. 

we obtain 

dN A(l-x )A-· I,-X )A-l A(l-x) A-l 
.dy + 

If we do not inquire into the quantum number structure of final 

states, we obtain in this case the same form of inclusive two 

hadron distribution as Eq. (15) in the uncorrelated jet model. 

As an illustration to distinguish the quark chain model from 

naive fragmentation model, let us consider the upsilon decay into 

hadrons through three gluons. We assume that each gluon 

fragments into a qq pairs which forms color octet, and then hadrons 

are produced from color singlet qq' pairs where q and q' 

originate from different gluons, as shown in Fig.S. The 

circulation of the triplet colors is described in Fig.9. In this 

model we may predict various properties of the upsilon 7 hadrons 

using the data on ~qq -thadrons as inputs. 

.~. 

\~» ..<. "<:';J 
. "~" "X;" /
\ ':. ,'/ I , <';' 
~ " ~ 

" 11 I , II I 
Ii.l'l' 

Ft~. ~, 162 _ Fl~. '7. 



We note that the hadronic final state in the upsilon decay is 

not colinear as in e + e - .., qg -t hadrons, but coplanar in the plane 

determined by the momenta of three gluons, under the assumption of 

colinearity of gluon -+qg. 

Now let us consider the momentum distribution of hadrons from 

a qg' pair, which is not at rest in the rest system of the upsilon. 

We can easily handle this problem without complicated Lorentz boost, 

by utilizing the Sudakov parametrization of a hadron momentum p: 

+ + 	 (38)PJ.! 

where a and b denote the momenta of parents q and g', respectively, 

satisfying a 2=b2=0, and 

ae be O. 	 (39) 

2We note 	that ~,n and c are all Lorentz scalars given by 

~ 2pb/sab , 2pa/sab' 

(40) 

c2 
mh 

2 
- ~nsab' 

where sab=(a+b)2=2ab. From these expressions, we can easily 

see that ~,n and _6 2 coincide with x+,x_ and p;2 in the CMS of qg' 
~ 

with longitdhal axis directing the momentum of q. For completeness 

we show in Fig.lO how to perform the Lorentz boost from an arbitrary 

system to the CMS. 
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(t

(b) 
~ 
tA) 

Fig .10. 	a) Arbitrary system.., colinear system. 


b) Colinear system -t CMS. 


Thus, the properties of Lorentz invariant distribution in terms of 
2~,n and e can be easily inferred in the CMS of qg', e.g., 

Ed3~ (qg' -7 hX) E*d 
3
N (qg' ~ hX) 2

p ( ~ , niP; ) . (41)
dp 	 dp·3 

Similar ly, we may parametrize inclusive two-hadron dis~ribution 


qg' ,l hchdX as 


ECEdd6N • * 6EcEdd N 
( c c • *2 *2)

3 P sc,sd,nc,nd' PCT ' PdT • (42)d 3d dp*3dp·3Pc Pd c d 

An immediate and important consequence of the hadron distribution 

with p;+mh~<Sab is that they are collimated along q or g' according 

to ~>O or n>O, respectively, since ~n=(mh2+p;2)/sab~O. 

Therefore, at sufficiently high sab' final hadrons distribute as 

if they are independent fragments of q and gt as told in the naive 

fragmentation model. In contrast to the naive model, however, 

the quark chain model provides a smooth connection of the central 

region with the fragmentation regions of q and g'. 
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Therefore, thtaverage multiplicity depends on sab which is affected 

by the opening angle of a and b, which is not the case in the naive 

model. The average multiplicity in the~ decay is consistent 

with the data in this model,13) in contrast to too high result of 

the naive fragmentation model. 

A straight:forward extention of the quark-chain model to e+e-~ 

qqG~hadrons may be described by a webbed foot diagram shown in 

Fig.l!. The quark chain model and similar approaches based on 

dual-sheet picture26 ) have been applied to hadronic and lepton-hadron 

reactions,where the diagrams such as shown in Figs.12 and 13 have 

been considered. We will come back to such processes in section 

7. 

~c 
~~ c c 
~ CC 

~eC 

FtS·11. ftS·12. FL~. 13. 

3.3. Resonances, fireballs and the parent-child relation 

In the previous arguments in this section, we have discussed 

the distribution of hadrons dir~tlY produced from the quark chain. 

Rigorously speaking, what are produced directly are not restricted 

to stable hadrons. They may be hadrons, resonances and fireballs, 

considered as color neutral clusters of qq(or qqq) plus gluons 
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characterized by finite mass and 1imiting temperature. The mass 

of a fireball (or cluter) is estimated to be 1-2 GeV, and average 

decay multiplicity 3_5. 27 ) 

In hadronic reactions, it is reported that only 30% of pions 

are produced directly, while others are decay products of resonances. 

Here we discuss briefly the distribution of indirectly produced 

particles through the decay of a resonance (or a fireball), given 

its distribution XdN/dX=G(X) in terms of the light-like fraction X 

with respect to some jet source. Since the decay is an on-shell 

process, the fraction 

(e+p) child ~eY 
z = (43)

(E+P) parent M.reY 

is invariant under longitudinal boost. Therefore, we may obtain 

invariant distribution zdN/dz=F(z) from the phase space integral. 

The final result of the particle distribution with respect to the 

jet source is the convolution (Fig.14), 

1 1 

g(x) j dXG(X)j dzF(z)6(x-Xz)
o 0 

jl~ G(X)F(~). (44) 
x 

~ 
Fi:3·1£f. . 

Recently, it was noted that F(z) can be approximated in may 


.cases by the form 


F(z) FOZA(l-Z)B, (45) 
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where FO' A and B are constant to be adjusted according to the 

nature of the decayed state. 28 ) 

If we may put 

G(X) GOXC (l-X) D, (46) 

we obtain, for C<A, 

(47)g(x) FOGoxC(l-x)B+D+lq(X)' 

where g(x} is a mild function for O<x<l, written as 

I'g(x)= dttB(l-t)D (48) 
o [l_(l_x)t]l+C+D-A 

Ve see from Eq. (47) that directly produced particle tends to 

dominate Over indirect one as x~l, due to the penalty of extra 

factor (l_x)B+l. 

4. Chromodynamic cascade shower of quarks and gluons 

Generally speaking, there are plenty of cascade processes in 

nature such as air shower of cosmic rays, reactions inside the 

nuclea~ower plants, and so on. They may be classified into two 

categories: recurrsive chain type and branching shower type, or, in 

other words, ivy and tree types, such as shown in Figs.IS and 16. 

Of cource, the quark chain model in Sect.3 belongs to the former. 

On the other hand, the jet picture in perturbative QCD approach 
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belongs to the latter, regarded as a cascade shower involving quarks 

and gluons. In this section we briefly discuss this picture. 

//L// 

0(" 

~ 

Fig.lS. Chain type cascade, Fig.16. Shower type cascade. 

4.1. Parton picture in QCD 

First of all, the parton picture in QCD is different from 

naive one with scaling distribution, but it belongs to the scale 

invariant parton mode1 29 ) in which definition of the parton changes 

with the resolution scale. For instance, a quark parton at 

certain Q~ turns out to be a quark plusagluon or mor~with increasing 

resolution Q2, which is the momentum squared characterizing the 
hard subprocess. Therefore, parton distributions inside a 

hadron changes with Q2, as described by the Altarelli-Parisi 

evolution equations (see Fig.17) :30) 

~ . x
'ilq~. = aCt) J' [q~(y t)P q (?£) + G(y,t)P q (_y»)'- . 2rr y , q Y G 

'It 

(49) 

"lG(x,t) ~ Gx~aCt) ' [2fE q~(y,t)P. G (?£) + G(y,t)P (Y) ,
? t 2rr r y i=l q Y G 

'lC 

where the index i runs over quarks and antiquarks of all flavors, 

and the evolution variable is defined by t=lnQ2/Q; , which 
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~ 
"he V"-eut h~ 
V".e~ot~ t,'on .fiR 

jet ~\lolw-t I 01"\ 

determines the coupling strength in the 	leading log approximation as 

33-2N fa (0) (50)a (t) 	 b=~,
l+ba(O)ln(O~Qo2:) , 

N~ being the number of flavors. The branching functions are 

given by the lowest order emission diagrams in oeD such as 

q(p) ..,q(zp)+G, with the following results: 

4 1+z2
P q (z) 

q 3' ( l-z )+ ' 

4 1+(1-z)2P G (z)
q '3 z 

(51) 

P q (z) N2f [z2+ (l-z) 2 ] 
G 

G rI-x x e(l-X)] Nf 
PG (z) 6L-X- + (l-x)+ + x(l-x) - --1-2--- - ~ eel-x) 

where the distribution (f(z»+ is defined by 

1 	
(52)fo(f(Z»+ g(z)dz f:f(Z)[9(Z)-9(1~ dz. 

Thus, from initial distributions at sufficently large 0; in the 

leading log approximation, we may obtain evolved distributions at 

0 2• Standard technique to solve the evolution appeals to the 

Mellin trnasformation, as briefly discussed for the oeD jets in the 

next subsection. 
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Fig.17. Altarelli-Parisi evolution equation. 

4.2. Jet picture in oeD 

let us now consider a jet from a parton which is kicked out by 

a hard subprocess characterized by 0 2 • Since the definition of 

partons depends on 0 2 in oeD, the properties of the jet changes 

also with 0 2• Instead of considering a jet of hadrons, we may 

look at it as a jet of partons defined at 0~«02, bypassing the 

confinement problem related to hadronization. 

In the perturbative oeD approach, the kicked out parton at 0 2 

can be regarded as a jet of partons with degraded resolution 

0; <02 , given by the branching process reciprocal to the evolution 

of the parton distribution with 02 such as shown in Fig.18. 

Fig.lS. 
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Inside a jet with Q2, single parton distribution Oa ~ b (x, t) for 

a (p) ~b (xp) +anything, where b is defined at fixed Q0
2 , satisfies 

the evolutioneguation 

.1. oa ~ b (t) (l (t) I:}
( 

dz oa..,. i (~ t) P. b (z) (53)?t x, 2n. z z' 1. ' 
1. '1l 

where t=ln(Q2/Q02), and Pib(Z) are the same as in Eg. (51). 

Converting into the moment space, 

\ 
fA = (1 dz zl)p (z) •Vn(t) =I dx xn D(x,t), (54)

n }o
(I 

and using the double log variable, 

(55)Y In[l+nsbln~~ ], 

we may rewrite Eg. (53) as 

dOa-}>b(y) 
n Oa""'i(Y)Ai-}>b ( 56) 

dY n n 

The solution of Eg. (56) is 

IOn (Y) == IOn (0) exp (!AnY) I 

=[) ( 0) 'f (tAnY) R, (57)n "~ 

R,=O R,! 

Eg. (57) can be interpreted as summing up all possible pathes in all 

possible branching processes, as illustrated in Fig.19. 
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Furthermore, multiparton distributions inside a QCO jet can 

be computed as explored by Konishi, Ukawa and veneziano. 31 ) 

For instance, inclusive two parton distribution oa-+bc(x,y;y) for 

a(p) ~b(xp)+c(yp)+anything satisfies the eguation(see Fig.20) as 

an .. bc (x,y;Y) = ~~dY'['dwna .. i (w, Y-Y') .dzdz 'pi..jk (z, z') x 

(I )(11,1) 

..!...oj..,.b (~ Y')..!... ok-1C (.]L Y' ) (58)wz wz' wz' wz' , , 

where 

pi+jk(z,z') = ~(z+z'-l)pi..,.j(z). (59) 

b 

~: ~ 

c. 

"( ,<' o 
Fig. 20. Two parton distribution a ~ c+d+anything. 
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In terms of double moments, 

D {Y} = )' dx )tdy x ym n D{x,y;Y}, 
m,n 0 0 

{60} 
1 1 1 l'J dzJ dz' z z, P(z,z'),P~,1' o 0 

We may rewrite Eq. (58) as 

:'( 

Da-tbC(Y)=\dY' Da~i (y_y')pi-tjk Dj-l"b(Y'}Dk+c(y'). (61)mn m+n mn m n 
o 

Introducing E-variable conjugate to Y as 

D(E) J '"'dy-EYD(Y) (62)
o ' 

we may further rewrite Eq. (61) as 

Da-tbC(E)=<al (E~ )-lli>pi-l"jk<j,kl (E~ ~ )-llb,c>, (63)mn m+n mn m n 

where <j,kl(IA )1(IA )1'lb,c>=<jl(A )~><kl(IA )1'lc> is implied.m n m n 

Thus, the moment of the inclusive distribution in the E space 

satisfies a relation analogous to the amplitude in old fashioned 

perturbation theory, where inclusive distributions are regarded as 

Green's functions, and moments are conserved at the vertex given by 

the QCD branching functions. These results are generalized for 

inclusive multiparton distributions and summarized as an algorithm 

for QCD jets by KUV. 31 ) Some result of application are the 

followings: 

I} Gluon jets are softer in x and wider in PT than quark jets. 
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Quantitatively, the ratio of the multiplicity is determined by 

the color factor asymptotically as 

<n>. C
G-Jet -7 ~ CJ 

T<n>q-jet CF 

2) Multiplicity distribution exhibits long range correlations 

as 

for G-jet,l_ i;(~1»-<n>2 f 1/13 
<n> <n> = 

13/2 for q-fet. 

3) The transverse structure of QCD jets is quite broad, as 

<PT 2> <Xl x2>Q2 
CL (Q2) 


1,2 S 


for the relative PT of two partons in the jet. Here, the PT 

structure can by treated because it is regarded as the merkmal of 

the virtuality Q2, although the formulation is explicitly concerned 

with lon9tudinal structure. 

In the above picture of QCD jets, as branching evolution of 

partons, we are not dealing with the hadronization problem, i.e., 

how partons recombine into hadrons without leaving colored quanta 

in the final state. Still, it is possible to show within 

perturbative approach that the QCD jets prepare the condition of 

confinement, in the sense that they evolve to form color singlet 

clusters with finite mass, irresrective to initial Q2 as shown in 

Fig.21. This result found by Amati and Veneziano is called 

pre-confinement. 32 } 
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Finally, it should be stressed that the angular or transverse 

profile of QeD jets are qualitatively different from naive parton 

jets of limited transverse momentum, as first noted by Stermann and 

Weinberg. 33) First subtle evidence has been reported from 

PETRA experiments as the discovery of the qqG components in 

e + e - -4 hadrons. 6) 

5. Parton recombination models for spectator jets 

As a simple approach to relate parton distributions inside a 

hadron with the inclusive hadron spectra in soft hadronic reactions, 

we now discuss quark recombination models for hadron production. 

5.1. Meson production 

It has been observed that the inclusive x distributions of n+ 

and n in pp collisions are very similar to the u and d quark-parton 

distributions inside a proton measured in deep inelastic scattering}4) 
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Since -ud and TI-~du, this similarity indicates the important role 

of valence quarksYuud inside a proton. 

As a model to embody this similarity, Das and Hwa15) proposed 

a parton recombination model, as described in Fig.22 for pp 

collisions. Namely, an energetic meson in the fragmentation 

region is produced by recombination of a valence quark distributing 

as before the collision, and an antiquark which is created from an 

excited gluon. Here, it is presupposed that valence quarks pass 

through in the collision without interacting strongly, while gluons 

surrounding them become turbulent on account of strong interaction 

during the collision. 

f -n;.t 

~~ 
!~@ 
~p (!? i""'

f I~zz~ 
F~'~. 22. 

The longitudinal distribution is obtained as follows (x_x+~xll): 

dX 2

(xl,x2)R(xl,x2i Xl Xl (64) 


where F(xl ,x2) is the two-parton distribution function in the beam 

side just after the collision but before the hadronization, and 

R(xl ,X2 i x) is the recombination function for q(x )+q(x ) ~meson
l 2

(x=xl +x2)· For pp~tx, the following forms were adopted: 
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F(Xl,X2)=FU(Xl)Fa(X2)p(Xl,X2) , 

(65) 

P{x ,X )=8. (1-xl -x2) 2k-l 8 (1-xl -x2) , 
l 2

where Fu(X ) is the u-parton distribution measured in deep
l 

inelastic scattering, and 

Fa (X2 ) C-. (I-x) 7 (66)
d 2 

while 

R (xl ,x2 iX)'" R(~l' ~2) 15 (~l+~2-l) , ~i=Xi/X, 

(67) 

R(~1'~2) aM' (~l ' ~ 2) k 

with the values k=l, aM8=4.3 which is within the constraint aM<6 

and the expectation 8-1, and Ca=O.4 which is somewhat enhanced 

compared with the sea quark distribution measured in deep inelastic 

scattering, a reasonable fit to the data at large x(>O.5) was 

obtained. 

Here I make a few comments. First, Eq. (65) for the joint 

distribution function is very questionable in its construction. 

The behavior of ~ ,X ) at x +x -l was obtained from the penalty
2 l 2

to put two valence quarks in the wee region. Therefore, Eq. (65) , 

with Fu(X ) as the u-quark distribution which is also subject to the
l 

same penalty, contains double counting. Second, the value k=l 

was not in agreement with the dimensional counting, which gives 
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k=3 as the~umber of quarks udd in the anything state. Third, 

the value ofdM may be quite small compared with its upper limit, 

which corresponds to the configuration that the produced meson is 

composed of bare qq without gluons, since half of the energy of a 

hadron seems to be carried by gluons. In addition to the 

recombination of bare qq, we may expect that many gluons take part 

in pushing the produced meson to large x. 

As an alternative to Eq. (65), the two-parton distribution 

given by the Kuti-WeissKopf model was also employed by DeGrand and 

Miettinen, in discussing associated meson distribution with the 

Drell-Yan process. 35 ) Since the sea quark distribution in the 

Kuti-Weisskopf model is not soft enough, a detailed modification 

of it was considered and applied to the recombination model by 

Texas group.36) 

Prior to the fburishing of the recombination models such as 

above, the quark fusion model was proposed by Biyajima and Miyamura;7) 

and explored by Bonn group.38) This is an extension of the 

Drell-Yan mechanism for massive photon(~lepton pair) production to 

the meson production as follows: 

~~ tt Clfq(xt)fq(x_) + C2 fq f 
q 

(x 
-

) (68) 

~ Clfq(x+)fq(O) , for x+> 0 in pp -tTtX. 

Thus, the longitudinal distribution is almost proportional to the 

quark-parton distribution in this model. Although the fusion 

mechanismlOay be relevant for massive hadron production such as 

J/¢, it is not very plausible that the meson production in certain 
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fragmentation region is dominated by fusion of q and q from different 

hadrons colliding. Actually, the impulse approximation for the 

fusion picture breaks down ii the produced meson mass is not large 

enough, since one of x becomes too small. 

q 

c. 

b 


Fig. 23. Fusion model for a+b ~ c+anything. 


5.2. Baryon production 

AS a pioneering work to apply the quark-gluon dynamics to low 

PT hadron reaction, Pokorski and Van Hove proposed in 1974 a 

recombination model for pp -+Px. 16 ) This was based on the 

observation that the same average 0.5 is found for the elasticity 

of the leading proton distribution from the proton beam and the 

total momentum fraction of quark-partons inside the proton. 

Presupposing that only the glues of colliding protons interact 

strongly and turn into multiparticle final state while quarks pass 

through and recombine into protons or its excited states as 

illustrated in Fig.24, they proposed the following for the (excited) 

proton distribution: 

dN (vvv
dx =)P (xl 'x2 ,x3) o(x-Xl-x2-x3)dxldx2dx3' (69) 

where pvvv(Xl,X2,x3) is the joint valence distribution such as 
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const.Pvvv (xl ,x ,x ) X +X +x <1 • (70)2- -2 l2 3 2 2 3
xl + x 2 + x3 

The 'single valence-quark distribution is obtained as (denoting i=l 

for the d-quark in the proton, for simplicity) 

v f,-x l <,-xl -x2 vvv (71)P (Xl) =) dX2 ) dX3 P (xl ,x2 ,x3), 
o 0 

which gives a reasonable description of the deep inelastic data 

although the falloff pV (Xl )-(1-Xl )2 as Xl ~l is too mild. 

p 

@ ® 
b~fo"Q 


Fi~. '2'1-. ~ 


The joint distribution (70) gives the flat proton distribution 

dN/dx=constant, in agreement with the data. However, it should 

be noted that the quantum number structure of the inclusive 

distribution indicates tnQt the flat behavior is due to the 

contribution that two valence quarks of the beam emerge in one baryon, 

common to pp-+nX and AX, while the contribution that three valence 

quarks i~one baryon give diffractive peak at x-I, as illustrated 

in Fig- •.25. 39 ) 

If we rewrite Eq. (69) as Eq. (64), the recombination function 

is written as 

R(Xl ,x ,X3) O(l-~1-~2-C;3) , C;i=Xi/x (72)
2
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o 

which implies that all of the valence quarks recombine into one 

(excited) proton with the probability one. ~ecently, an estimate 

of this probability was obtained to be 0.35~0.4, while the probability 

0.6-0.5 for two valence quarks in one baryon, from an analysis of 

hyperon productions in pp collisions. 40 ) 

~ 	')(4N 

~ 


~ 

'X 


Fig.25. Classification of baryon distributions. 


Recently, Ranft discussed the leading proton distribution 

triggering a large PT meson or a massive dilepton,41) generalizing 

the recombination model of Pokorski and Van Hove. He put 

R(xl ,x2 ,x3 iX) = 120~l~2~ 30 (~l+~2+~3-l) , (73) 

vvv 	 v v v rP (xl ,x2 ,x3) Bp'P (xl)P (x )P (x3) (l-xl -x2-x3) (74)2 

although the above form of three valence distribution is subject 

to the criticism mensioned before, it was claimed that the value 

=-0.3 gives acceptable approximation for single valence 

distribution. A reasonable fit was obtained for the British-

d ' . f ,42)Scan ~nab~an-French data 0 large PT meson tr~gger. 
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Thus, the parton recombination picture is still in some midway 

of its development. Anyhow, it is extremely interesting 

to explore joint parton distributions not measured in deep 

inelastic s~attering. 

6. 	Dressed quark picture and fragmentation models 

We have seen that the role of gluons bearing half of the 

energy momentum of a hadron is disregarded in the parton 

recombination models, except as the source of the qq pair creation. 

It is quite possible, however, that soft hadron reactions are 

described not by independent partons but in terms of dressed quarks 

with gluon clouds. We may regard the additive quark picture for 

multiparticle production shown in Fig.26 as a realization of this 

viewpoint. 43) The additive quark picture, giving 

0tot(MB)/Otot(BB)-2/3, was also applied to give the production rate 

of various mesons in the fragmentation region. 44 ) Now we discuss 

the problem of longitudinal distributions in this picture. 

~r 

Fig.26. Additive quark picture for multiparticle production. 
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6.1. Dressed quark distribution 

If a baryon is regarded as an additive system of three dressed 

quarks, which are called "constituent quarks", the baryon momentum 

is shared among themselves. Therefore, we have the joint 

distribution as 

pVVV (x
l 

,x
2

,x
3

) F(Xl'X2'X3)~(1-Xl-X2-X3) • (75) 

A simple choice may be 

r(3A)F(xl ,x2 ,x3) r(A)3(Xl x 2 X3)A-l (76) 

which gives 

2A-l 
pV(x ) (77)l B(A,2A) 

Obviously, we have the equi-partition of x on the average, (x >=1/3,
i 

as in the naive quark model with non-relativistic motion. 

However, the distribution in the full range of O<xi<l may be taken 

as a result of highly relativistic internal motion. The above 

form is adopted in many papers,9,17,45) but with different values 

of A, as we discuss later. 

Previously, Altarelli et ale derived the constituent quark 

distribution in the nucleon from the broken SU(6)~O(3) scheme, 

regarding the constituent quark as a cluster of partons. 46 ) 
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The result was rather complicated. Kanki applied the 

Kuti-Weisskopf type model for the parton distribution inside each 

constituent quark, consisting of one valence quark-parton and sea 

of quarks and gluons. 17 ) Taking the convolution of them with 

constituent quark distribution (77) with A=2, he obtained parton 

distributions inside a nucleon. The behavior of sea quark 

distribution at large x is too close to that of valence quark 

distribution. As an alternative in the constituent quark picture, 

Hirose and Kanki considered multiperipheral chain as the dress of 

the constituent quark, and explored phenomenological consequences. 47 ) 

On the other hand, in the context of the QeD evolution picture, 

it was suggested that the constituent quark itself is a pa+ton 

looked at with course resolution. 48 ) 

6.2. Meson production in fragmentation models 

In the dressed quark picture, the meson distribution in pp 

collisions at large x is often attributed to the fragments of 

constituent quarks given by 

1 
dN = r dz pV D~(Z)' (78)
dx )", z 

~M 

F\~. 2'7. 

where D~ (z) is the fragmentation function of a constituent quark 

Q(p) into a meson(zp)+anything. If we identify DQM (z) with the 

quark-parton fragmentation function such as oM (z)_z-l(l-z), and q 
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use Eq.(77), we obtain the behavior 

dN ( dt t 2A- I (l-t)xQi « (I-X)2A+I)6 (79)
[1-(I-x)t]2-A 

The value A=l is compatible with the data (l-x)3, while A=2 is 

excluded. (By the way, if we consider the convolution of quark

parton distribution in the proton and its fragmentation, we obtain 

XdN/dx~(I-x)s, similar to the case A=2, and the absolute 

normalization too small. IS» As for the normalizaticn in Eq. (78), 

we should subtract the possibility that some of the valence 

constituents go into the leading baryon. 

Similarly, we may discuss meson distribution from meson beams, 

starting from the joint distribution: 

pVV(X
l 

,X
2

) r(2A~(XIX2)A-IO(1-XI-X2) (80) 
r(A) 

which gives 

A-I(l_ )A-I
xl xlpV(x ) (81)l B(A,A) 

Convoluting this with D~ (z)~z-l(l-z), we obtain 

1 
xdN « (I-X)A+ll dt tA-I(I_t) (82)

dx [1-(I-x)t]2-A 
o 

In order to match with the data, which behaves roughly as _(I_x)O-l, 

the parameter A should not be as large as 1. Minakata4s ) 

adopted A.I/2, requiring the Regge behavior pV(X )_x;1/2 at xl-a'I
 
An extreme possibility A-a, which implies 
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pV(X ) _ o(xl)+o(xl-l) 
(83)l 2 

was suggested by Lund group,49) presupposing that the configuration 

x-I is biased leaving the other at x-a so as to interact with the 

other hadron. They have also studied the role of vector meson 

production, and obtained the ratio 3:1 for direct vector and 

pseudoscalar productions in the quark cascade model, and the 

distribution of direct mesons, Dd.M(z)=const •. 
q 

Thus, the fragmentation of the constituent quark gives 

resonable results adjusting the value of A and identifying DOM (z) 

with the quark parton fragmentation. However, there is no firm 

reason that the dressed quark fragments in the same way as the naked 

one does. Actually the K+/n+ ratio from u-quark seems to be 

quite different between them: the data shows pp~K+/n+-O.s at large 

xT=2PT/1S and 90 0 which may be due to the u-parton fragmentation,sO) 

while -0.1 at large x.and small angles where dressed u-quark may be 

dominant. 

7. Quark-diquark chain model and dual sheet picture 

In the additive quark picture, a baryon is regarded as a simple 

sum of three constituent quarks, and the effect of confinement is 

tentatively disregarded. However, there are some indications 

that, when we devide a baryon into a constituent quark and the rest, 

the remaining diquark system is more energetic than the shape of the 

baryon spectra in pp collisions, extending to large x. 
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Another indication is that the energy loss of the beam like state 

inside a nucleus in p-nucleus collisions seems to be quite small. 

Therefore, it may be fruitful to investigate the possibility that 

a baryon behaves as a quark-diquark system. 51) If we incorporate 

this picture with the quark chain model discussed in section 3.2, 

we obtain a simple and unified model of meson, baryon and 

14atibaryon productions from any beam of hadrons. ) Now we discuss 

this model and related problems concerning dual topological picture. 

7.1. Quark-diquark chain model 

Let us assume that mesons, baryons and antibaryons are emitted 

from the chains of quark and diquark such as illustrated in Fig.28. 

This assumption leads to the coupled cascade equation of 

q and qq (q and qq) for i~c+anything where i=q,qq and c=M,B,B, as 

follows: 

, 
c

gi (z) k<? (z) + L \. dx f~ (x) g~ (..!...) 	 (84)
1. 	 • x 1. J x 


J i 


This equation is a generalization of Eq. (28)/ characterized by basic 

subprocesses shown in Fig.29. 

Lb f(~) = 
(~

f C; M 

C c 	 'c 
[; c 

~ n 8_/E:- c:;. 	 'e ~~ 
Ft'd' f2~. 	 Fl~. '2. ~ . 
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Given the function .(x), which determines ~(z) by a relation 

similar to Eq. (29), we may obtain the solution in moment space, 

i(J) [l-f(J) ] -1 k(J) . 	 (85) 

The hadron distribution from beam hadron a is obtained from the 

convolution 

xdNC 1 dx. 
a i c xL ~ 	 (86)

X. ha (xi)gi (xi)C1X 	 . 1.1.?( 1. 

where we put 

xA(l_x)A-lvh~(X) h~(X) xPM(x) 	 (87)B(A,A) 

as Eq.(8l) for mesons, while 

A-I 
h~(X) 

B(A/A) 
(88) 

xA(l_x)A-l
hqq(x)

B B(A,A) 

for baryons. We may relate the parameters A and A to the 
r 	 _ __ 

intecepts of effective M2 and M4 meson trajectories (Mi"qq, H4 -qqqq) , 

as 

aM (0)-12 q m -A 2hM(x=-) - s s 
s 

(89) 

af.1 (0)-12 
hqq(x=~) -A _ s 4sB s 
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(We note that a(O) is defined as the leading pole in moment (J) 

space.) 

Plausible values are O.5~A~l, 1.5~A~2, corresponding to 

O~aM (0)~O.5 and -l~aM (0)~-0.5. 
2 4 
As for the emission kernel fez), we put 

A 2A-l A+A-l(1-£) z (l-z)f~(z) f~q(z) 
q B(A,2A) q B(A,A+A) 

(90) 

f q A(l_ )A+A-l /f... (1-z) 2A-l 
qq (z) (1-n) z z f qq (z) nqqB(A,A+A) B(A,2A) 

where the exponents of z and l-z are determined according to the 

quark and diquark contents of j and c, repectively, in i~j+c. 

In Eq. (90), we have imposed the normalization condition 

1 . 
~ r dzZ f i J (z) 1, (91) 
J )0 

which implies the constancy of non-diffractive cross section. 

Since BB pair creations are very small, we can evaluate L from 

antibaryon production from meson beam, for example. On the 

other hand, Z is related to the energy dependence of the pp 

annihilation cross section as 

<1(pp-tmesons) _ s(n-l)A (92) 

since it is determined by the diquark cascade with meson emissions 

only. 

As a compromise of phenomenological.survey, we found that 
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gross feature of meson, baryon and antibaryon distributions from 

meson and baryon beams can be described by putting14 ) 

A 0.5, A 2, £ 0.15, 0.25. (93)n 

Aside from details of the model parameters, it is to be stressed 

that the above scheme gives a unified view of multihadron production 

in soft, non-diffractive hadron collisions. 

7.2. Are quark jets universal? 

Now we discuss the interrelation between jets induced by 

dressed and naked quarks. For simplicity, we tentatively 

disregard diquarks, baryons, and QCD hard interaction of o(a )'s
 

According to the quark chain picture, multihadron processes in 

12,$1,n) 

tepton- and meson-induced reactions are described as shown in Fig.30. 

uuuuy uuuu uuuLJuuuu 
,)UlHV(ULJ 

il )n 

(R)i~.... h~aY'o"s, l~) \4k,"'(4! tt.V'~. (C)Stq tt.V'''''\. (c4)P.fCt~,,'/" 1~V'"". le)"'C7'\.,IClMV'1:t... ~. 
Fca. 30. i1..5 l .$l) 

In the lepton-meson processes, (b) and (c), final state configuration 

can be regarded as essentially colinear in the C.M.S. of the virtual 

photon(or W-boson) plus the target meson. 

It may be quite tempting to assume the universality of quark 

chains concerning their dynamical properties. Then, final states 

in (a), (b) and (d) turn out to be the same (except for the flavor 
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structure) • On the other hand the non-planar term (Q) should 

have hadron density in the central region twice as those in (a), (b) 

and (q), because of the two-chain structure, while the sea term (c) 

Should have hadronic plateau as (e) and current plateau as (a), with 

a step in between. This possibility has been supported by 

majority of people relying on dual sheet picture reinforced by llN c 
expansion argument, 52) or from the fire-sau sage model. 53) 

Different possibility should be kept in mind. Although net 

flavor flows of various processes are as described in Fig.30, 

dynamical contents behind them may be quite different. I have 

been insisting on two-types of quark-chains according to dressed or 

naked quark as the parent. 12 ) In other words, jets along initial 

hadron direction and along kicked parton direction in Fig.l may 

be quite different, because the former comes from a bunch of partons 

hopefully described in terms of dressed quark, in contrast to the 

latter from single parton. If we adopt the dimensional counting 

for quark-parton~meson+anything, we have g(z)Nl-z at z~1.54) 

On the other hand, we have dressed-quark -.meson + anything as g (z)", 

(l_z)A-l with A~0.5, different from the above. 

Thus, in order to extract definite conclusion, much more 

studies are necessary. 

8. Space-time evolution of production processes 

For the through understanding of the dynamics of multihadron 

production, it is very important to investigate the space-time 

evolution of production processes, both theoretically and 
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experimentally. Of course, in high energy experiments we are 

only looding at the final states after a time scale quite longer 

than that characteristic to strong interaction, _10- 23 sec. 

Fortunatelly, the usage of nucleus targets provides a mean to look 

into the evolution of the processes by changing the size of the 

nucleus, as I will discuss in the next section. In this section 

I will briefly review theoretical arguments on space-time evolution. 

8.1. Realistic quark cascade 

As a basis of the cascade relation (28), Fukuda and IS09) 

assumed a diffusion equation for the cascading quark density Q(z,t) 

in dz at time t as 

1 
'dQ(z,t) 

'at 
-(A+A')Q(Z,t) + A1 dZZ, , 

1 

F( ~, )Q(z' ,t) , (94) 

where X is the emission probability for q ~'+Meson per unit time. 

With the normalization 

1

f dzF (z) 1 , (95) 
o 

A'is regarded as the absorption probability per unit time. 

Actually, in the proton beam jet, the absorption is due to the 

recombination with other cascading quarks to form a baryon, while 

A'=O for the quark jet in the e+e- annihilation. 

The time dependence of the meson distribution is given by 

rt x~M(x,t) } ~Z Q(Z,t)AF(l-~) • (96) 
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with the initial condition Q(z,t:O)=o(l-z) and M(x,t=O)=O, we 

obtain the distribution at t=~ as follows: 

1 
M(x) :: M(x,t===~} === r dz Q(z)AF(l-~) , (97)) z z 

!I( 

where 

Q(.z) J<CdtQ(z,t) • (98)o 

Since Q(z,t=~)=O for z>O, we obtain the following equation by 

integrating Eq. (94): 

1 dz' zQ(z) A+A i 0 (l-z) + _A_ }t 
Z'" F(Z" )Q(z')A+A' 

i 

Substituting this into Eq. (97), we have 

f 1 

rdzfill z z-xM(x) a'F(l-x)+ -'::1aF(--,) Q(z') AF(-) • (99)z t z z 
..,. I 

where a===A/(A+A'). We rewrite the second term in Eq. (99) as 

Id 1 1
f 2.fdZ ' fdXo(z-Xz')aF(X)Q(Z')AF(l-~) 

,c zoo z 

( t ( 

=) ~X aF(X)r dz~' Q(ZI) AF(l-~) 


'X )"
it 

I x)( dX aF(X)M(x •=) X 

" 
Thus, we have 


t
r dX xM(x) aF(l-x) + al X F(X)M(x) (100) 
'Ie 
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For a=l, the above equation reduces to Eq. (28), where g(x)=xM(x) 

and f(x)=xF(x}. 

If we take into account the time dilation as Sawada,lO) Eqs.(94) 

and (96) are to be slightly modified as 

., Q(z, t) A+A I rt I z A 
--z- Q(z , t) + 1. z r (Z" )Z" Q(ZI,t) , (101)

~ , 1 

?M(x,t) dz A x = -- Q(z,t)-- F(l---) (102)
'd t z z z\

'lC 

where the emission and absorption probabilities are denoted as ~ 

and X at z=l, respectively, and they increase into Iyz and ).'/z 

at z<l. However, the final result of M(x)=M(x,t=~) is the same 

as before. 

8.2. Inward-outward cascade 

In the diffusion equation we have just discussed, the space 

time evolution of the hadronization proceeds as follows: an initial 

fast moving quark radiates mesons and gradually slows down to z=O, 

occationally recombines with others for N=O. Therefore, 

relatively fast mesons are produced at stages earlier than slow 

mesons. This type of evolution is similar to successive decays 

of massive resonance and to the bremstrahlung process of high energy 

particle in a medium. 

However, as we have stressed in sect. 3.2, the hadronization 

of a quark jet is not an isolated decay process but the result of 

final state confinement interaction. Along this line of thought, 

we may take the picture that the hadronization is the color 
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neutralization process of qq-pair creations through the vacuum 

polarization by color flux and the recombinations of neighboring q 

and q' into colorless clusters which are hadrons or excited states. 

Then, it seems more reasonable that the creations of colorless 

clusters are independent of each other, occurring at relatively 

spaceli~e positions. Therefore, in the case of e+e - ~ qq -
~ 

hadrons, the space-time evolution in the C.M.S. may be illustrated 

as Fig.3l, where slow hadrons are produced first, and fast hadrons 

later. This type of evolution is named "inward-outward cascade" 

by Bjorken,55) in contrast to the "outward-inward cascade" shown 

in Fig.32, which is often implicitly assumed in fragmentation models. 

However, the face result of the diffusion equation may be described 

as Fig.33, where slowed down q and q become widely separated each 

other. 

JUI
JJ \j 

FL~. S~. Fi3'~~' 

Recently, a model of inward-outward cascade was presented by 

Toriu on the basis of string picture for the stretching qq state 

before the hadronization. 56 ) He assumed that the hadronization 

takes place on a spacelike hypersurface characterized by a "life 

time" of the stretching string, as a break up into many short 

strings with uniform possibility of breaking per unit length of 
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initial string. Regarding the short strings as final mesons, 

he obtained the same meson distribution g(x)_A(l-x)A-l as due to 

the cascade relation with f(z)=~zA. However, this nice result 

rests on the situation that a meson with large x should have large 

mass, which is determined by the length of the string. 

The cascade relation was also derived by Lund group57) 

assuming pair creation of qq with uniform probability per unit 

length in a constant field in the (l+l)-dimension at arbitrary 

time. Although this is a semi-classical model and existence of 

hadrons with discrete masses should be put in by hand, it may be 

regarded as a very natural realization of the inward-outward cascade 

by the confinement force. 

8.3. Multiperipheral parton model 

In order to understand the evolution of multiparticle 

processes in hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus collisions, Koplik 

and Mueller examined the time development of the multiperipheral 

diagram in the scalar ~3 theory. 58) In the laboratory frame, 

the process is described as Fig.34, where the incoming hadron starts 

to dissociate before reaching a target and extends a multiperipheral 

arm down to the wee region, YLab-O, so as to be able to interact 

with the target. This is the multiperipheral parton picture and 

in accordance with the assumption of the short distance interaction 

in rapidity. However, it is not clear when and where final state 

hadrons are produced, since the difference between hadrons and 

constituents is not recongnized in this model. If we regard 

that the products from the arm are partons, we may take the picture 

that the recombination of them occurs at a spacelike surface after 
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the collision, described by the dotted line in Fig.35. Then, in 

the laboratory frame, the slow particles are produced first, as in 

the inward-outward cascade. 

~,I~t1 

Lti"'~ 

".!..JU. 

~ L
"-rV 

.JC: 

f~8. 1Lt. F~~. ~S". Fla' ~6', 

Ano~r possibility may be to regard the ~3 irieraction as the 

~,fI:;r 

dissociation vertex of a meson into q and q, and take the picture 

shown in Fig.36. 

It should also be mentioned that there are QCD motivated models 

which are against the hypothesis of short rapidity distance 

interaction which presumed the softness of strong interaction. 

Low and Nussinov adopted one gluon exchange between valence quarks 

in the beam and the target as a dominant mechanism giving constant 

cross section. 59} This mechanism leads to the multihadron 

production as the result of color neutralization process. 

Brodsky and Gunion considered the exchange of a wee quark between 

the beam and the target, so as to cause the triplet color separation 

60as a pre-stage of multihadron production. } 

In spite of such efforts as above, theoretical understanding of 

the time evolution of hadronic multiparticleprocesses is still in 

its infancy, because it is intimately related with the problems of 
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composite h~dron structure and confinement. Therefore, at the 

present status, it may be fruitful to develop phenomenological 

models in close contact with the data on nucleus targets. 

9. Nucleus target as the apparatus to measure jet evolution 

The nucleus target is an essetial tool to study jet evolutions 

during microscopic time and distance, both in lepton- and hadron

induced reactions. Deep inelastic lepton scattering on the 

nucleon inside a nucleus provides tagged quark-parton beam for 

quark-nucleon interaction, and the oppotunity to test the 

hypothesIs of inward-outward cascade discussed in Sect.8.2, by 

studying how the kicked out quark traverses the nucleus and 

eventually turns into a jet of hadrons before or after corning out 

of it. Thus fascinating, however, experimental studies are still 

preliminary61} and phenomenological analysis seems to require much 

devotion. 62 } 

On the other hand, there are accumulated data and analyses 

concerning hadron-nucleus reactions. In the following, I will 

discuss particle distributions in soft hadron-nucleus collisions. 

9.1. Characteristic features of the data 

We may summarize the prominent features of the data on hadron

nucleus reactions at small PT as follows: 63 } 

(A) The mean multiplicity depends only mildly on the mass 

numbe~ A of the nucleus. In terms of "mean collision number" 
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A hN 
_ °inel (103)v = --wr

° inel 

it is described by 

<n>hA l+v <n>hN . (104)
2 

This excludes the naive intra-nuclear cascade in which all of the 

produced particles at each step of the collision with a nucleon 

inside the nucleus undergo secondary interactions with other 

nucleons downstream in the nucleus as ordinary hadron-nucleon 

interactions, since this model gives too strong dependence of <n>hA 

on A. 

(B) The single-particle distribution in pseudorapidity, 

n -In [tan SLab]
2 ' 

which is approximately regarded as the rapidity y= ~ In(pf/p-) in 

the laboratory system, shows overall increase in the central and 

target fragmentation regions. The ratio 

dNhA dNhA 
(l05)RhA(n) - --cf.1 / dT1 

behaves as 

_ v 
~(n) in the central region, 


:$ I in the beam frag. region. 
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This behavior indicates independent collisions with Ynucleons in 

the nucleus. The behavior in the beam fragmentation region is 

constrained by overall energy momentum conservation. 

(B') In the target fragmentation region, n~l, it is observed 

that 

RhA(n) > v • 

This trend is stronger for lower 1 . Furthermore, anomalous 

backward production is observed beyond the kinematical boundary of 

independent hN collision. 

(e) For different beams (n~K~p) and nuclei, the universality 

RhA(n) (n) is satisfied with remarkable accuracy, indicating v 
to be an excellent scaling parameter. 

(D) The Glauber-Gribov type multiple scattering theory works 

very well for the A and beam dependences of inelastic cross section 

O~el within 10%. Therefore, v can be regarded as the effective 

thickness of the nucleus. 

(E) The leading nucleon distributions from the nucleon beams 

depend on A only weakly, exhibiting that the energy loss of the 

beam-like state is rather small, different from NN~NX. 

Furthermore, there are interesting data on nuclear targets 

concerning, large PT hadron production, which are not covered here. 

9.2. Multi-chain model 

Various models have been proposed to explain some of the data, 

based on field theoretical arguments, composite structure of hadrons, 

and/or empirical assumptions.'4) Fortunately, the prominent 
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features of the data listed in 9.1, taken altogether, are already 

very restrictive for possible mechanisms. Namely, aLmost unique 

picture compatible with all of (A)~(E) is that the beam-like state 

collides successively with nucleons traversing the nucleus, 

producing particles at each collision as in ordinary hadron-nucleon 

collisions, where produced particles comes out almost without 

secondary interaction, as illustrated in Fig.37. This picture 
65) 

is formulated as the multi-chain model of sequential collision type. 

In the following, I will briefly recapiturate this model. 

"I:' 

Fig.37. Multi-chain model of sequential collision type. 

We put the charged particle distribution in h-A collision as 

1 
dN A n -i x 
(~) L W (n) L dx! F (x!) G(~,x ) (l06) 

\y hA n=l ~ i=l ~ ~ n ~ xi 

where Wv(n) is the probability that n-collision process takes place 

inside the nucleus specified by V, Fn(xi) is the probability density 

that the i-th chain in the n-oollision process has the momentum 

fraction xi of the incoming hadron, G(x+,x_) is defined by 

dN) ~G(x+,x_) , x_ (107)
(dy hN IIN 

in the laboratory frame, and X=(E+P.)/(E+P)beam· In order to 
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accomodate the dissociation of the beam -like state at the final 

step, we identify x~ for the last chain as indicated in Fig.37, for 

simplicity. We have seen that Eq. (106) reproduces the data with 
. 66) 

wide choices F~(X~), even including average equipartition (x!)=l/n.
n ~ ~ 

If we further require the property (E) for the leading nucleon 

spectra, we may single out the sequential collision type with small 

energy loss (-15%). The only defect of this model is Rv(n)~V in 

the target fragmentation region, not in accord with (B'), which can 

be partly remedied by considering the secondary interaction of 

recoil nucleons. 67 ) 

It may be interesting to infer the above model from quark-gluon 

dynamics. The absence of the secondary interaction of produced 

particles, except for recoil nucleon or slow particles, indicates 

that the hadronization time is long enough, or the nucleus is almost 

transparent against newly born particles regarded as seeds of hadrons. 

In other words, it takes time for them to grow up to ordinary 

matured hadrons with enough glue. On the other hand, the beam-

like state can interact with nucleons repeatedly in a way similar 

to the beam-nucleon collision, without much wounded at each step. 

This is in contrast to the additive quark model with inelasticity 

Nl.O for the quark-nucleon interaction. 68 ) The energy loss in 

the q-N interaction may be rather small in the additive picture, or 

the interacting quark is already slow in the quark-diquark picture. 

Anyhow it is very important to clarify theoretical basis for 

sucessful picture of hadron-nucleus interaction. 
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10. Concluding remarks 

We have discussed various approaches to the dynamics governing 

the formation of jets of hadrons; Although different models do 

not converge into one goal so quickly, we may still extract some 

general instructions. In the following, I try to summarize them 

without suppressing my prejudice, and add a few remarks. 

(1) Physics in terms of the momentum fraction x! or z, rapidity 

y and moment n or J ("angular momentum" conjugate to y) are mutually 

permutable. Therefore, central and fragmentation dynamics can 

be treated on the same footing. 

(2) The (l-x)n behavior at large x comes out in various models 

owing to the energy momentum conservation. Furthermor~ the beta 

distribution xm(l_x)n is a useful expression to discuss data and 

models, where exponents ~ reflect the essence of underlying 
Qft~ 

dynamics. 

(3) The memory of initial quark, irrespective to dressed or 

naked, is preserved in a fast hadron containing it, seen from the 

flavor structure of hadron distribution. At small PT, this is 

realized in different ways, i.e., recombination and fragmentation 

(including cascade and chain) models. 

(4) The perturbative QCD approach provides jet shower of partons 

up to pre-confinement stage, which is expected to continue smoothly 

to non-perturbative, confinement stage of hadronization. 

(5) The quark-chain structure incorporating the cascade relation 

seems to embody essential features of hadronic final states in 

various reactions. This picture provides a unified understanding 
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of iclusive distributions and exclusive multiparticle distri9.fions. 

(6) The understanding of hadronization process on the basis of 

non-perturbative confinement dynamics is remaining as an open and 

challenging problem. asThe quark-chain model may be regarded 

an intermediate goal to reach from theoretical side. There, the 

question is remaining : Are quark jets universal ? 

(7) Incorporation of baryons into the quark chain is easily 

done by treating the diquark as the additional link element of the 

chain. It is not yet clear whether it is deeply rooted on 

quark-diquark structure of baryons, or compatible also with some 

other model of baryon structure. 

(a) Multiparticle production on nucleus targets provides peculiar 

informations on the space-time evolution of the hadronization 

process. The hadron beam data are already restrictive enough to 

single out the multi-chain model of sequential collision type as 

the most successful one. Theoretical understanding of the mecha

nism embodied in this model is remaining as very interesting problem. 

(9) The frontiers of the jet dynamics are widely open. 

Precise data of two-hadron distributions at Fermilab energies 

started to come out very recently. furthermore, there are new 

Some of them are gluontypes of experiments not much explored. 


jets, heavy quark jets, associated hadrons with lepton-pair 


Let us look
productions, lepton-nucleus reactions, and so on. 


forward to make great advances in 1980~ by working hard together 


ex~erimentally, phenomenologically and theoretically. 
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